Abstract-This paper presents Unico, a storage platform that presents users with a single view of all their data, independently of the device they are using. Each of the user's devices has full and up-to-date information about the entire data structure and metadata, and is able to retrieve any file transparently as needed.
Abstract-This paper presents Unico, a storage platform that presents users with a single view of all their data, independently of the device they are using. Each of the user's devices has full and up-to-date information about the entire data structure and metadata, and is able to retrieve any file transparently as needed. File content is efficiently distributed among the user's own devices according to where it is used, with no need for centralized storage and no data stored in devices that are not owned by the user. Peers communicate with each other directly to maintain a consistent state. Users also have no need to know where the data is stored, or to remember in which device the latest update to a file has been performed. Unico is able to work with devices with different storage characteristics, and provides mechanisms for applications to adapt to data availability.
the data up-to-date. As a result, it is too expensive for such a platform to contain a user's entire data corpus: their family photos, home videos, important documents, music, personal communication, etc.
While a primary goal of cloud storage systems is to allow people to conveniently share selected subsets of their data with others, this approach is in many ways a more natural way for users to think about all of their own storage. It's the same on every device. Files created on one device can be edited on another, stored on another, and displayed on yet another. But thinking about your storage this way and actually replicating all of your data in the cloud and on every device are of course two entirely different things.
Typical hard disk drives today reach the order of terabytes, even for personal computers. An average network connection, however, provides under ten megabits per second connectivity for download, and even less for upload [2] , [3] , [4] . This connectivity would require months of continuous transmission to transfer the entire contents of a full hard drive. Users must instead manually choose a subset of their data that is globally managed in this way, leaving the vast majority of their data stuck in the past, attached to the device that stores it, accessible only explicitly through that device.
Another concern raised about commercial cloud systems is that the user has no control over where the data is stored. Since these platforms may distribute the data across servers owned by different companies, or even in different countries, the privacy of a user's data is at the mercy of policies and laws beyond the user's control [5] .
An alternative approach followed by systems such as OriFS and BitTorrent Sync uses peer-to-peer synchronization, rather than the cloud, to replicate file data on multiple devices [4] , [6] , [7] . Here again, however, if one wants every device to see a single, unified file system, the file system must be fully replicated on those devices and every file change must be propagated, eventually to all of the devices. And so, for both cloud-and peer-to-peer systems, the overheads are typically just too high to justify moving a user's entire data corpus into the shared sphere they provide.
Furthermore, full replication is not well suited to the device heterogeneity common in modern personal computing. Some devices produce data, while other devices consume it. Some applications and file formats are device dependent: some devices will access the raw original file, other devices will only read the generated final result. Some devices have abundant storage, while other devices can only store a small subset of the user's data.
We have buit a peer-to-peer file system called Unico that
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I. INTRODUCTION Never before have so many relied so heavily on such a wide variety of computing devices. The proliferation of new mobile computing platforms and associated device specialization has opened a new era in which people regularly use multiple devices throughout their day, depending on where they are and what they are doing. At the same time, as their lives become more digital, these users are placing increasing value on an expanding volume of data that they manipulate with these devices. Each device is a portal to this data; each with different capabilities adapted to particular working environments or styles. But, as tasks increasingly span multiple devices, the notion that each device has a separate data storage is rapidly outliving its usefulness.
Current file systems on these devices stop at the device's edge. They organize local storage, allowing it to be searched and providing local access to data. But they provide no support for finding data on remote nodes, moving data among nodes or managing the consistency of replication data. These tasks, which become increasingly important as device types proliferate, are left to application-level solutions or are performed manually by users.
Cloud storage systems such as Dropbox, Google Drive and Apple iCloud have stepped into this breach to provide device-independent storage that is replicated to "the cloud" and synchronized across a user's devices [1] . But the effectiveness of this approach is limited by the cost of cloud storage. In order to support data synchronization using this model, all the user's files need to be stored in a superfluous server structure, as well as in all the devices where these files are used. Not only does this imply inefficient use of available storage resources, it also means a potentially wasteful use of bandwidth to keep 978-1-4799-6908-1/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE confronts this dilemma head-on by separating a device's view of the file system from the reality of where files are stored. Using Unico, a person uses a single file system that appears exactly the same on every device. Unico transparently handles data consistency, and is able to locate devices that store the latest version of a file when this file is needed. Each device can see every file regardless of where it is stored, and applications can access files transparently without change if they choose to do so.
Unico distributes the user's data across the devices, adapting the storage of each file's data to each device's capabilities and interests. Applications have the ability to explicitly identify where a file is stored by accessing extended attributes in file's metadata. The system also implicitly and transparently transfers files on demand as devices request them.
Certain operations such as searching and organizing can often be completed locally without requiring file content. To facilitate local search, Unico provides an enriched set of extended attributes for each file that includes type-specific information such as photo EXIF tags. Applications can also use extended attributes to determine where a file is stored, to change its storage location, and to receive dynamic, accesslatency estimates for non-local files.
The next section motivates our approach by describing how Unico might be used in practice. We then describe the key design challenges we face and follow that with descriptions restaurant.
Other scenarios with the same characteristics will play out with Bob's other files. Bob can manipulate arbitrary files at work and then see these updates on any other device when needed. He can search all of his files on any device and he can organize where his files are stored, by making local changes on any device.
As illustrated by the example above, the goal of Unico is to provide a single view of all the user's data, consistent among all the devices, but making smart decisions on what data to transfer and when. Devices do not necessarily keep all the data locally, but have access to it by maintaining connectivity with other nodes and locating the data as necessary. As data is modified in one node, the modification is made known to all other nodes and data is synchronized as needed, while avoiding data transfer if the new data is not expected to be immediately used in the other device.
Several distributed file systems are based on a network model that assumes frequent disconnections and limited connectivity between nodes. In this work we assume that disconnections are not as frequent as in the past. Most devices have some degree of connectivity to the Internet any time they are in use, and although network fragmentation might happen, its frequency is low enough that it should be handled as an exception.
of our design, prototype implementation, evaluation. and performance III. ISSUES As described in the previous section, the main objective of Unico is to present the user with a consistent view of all the data, providing access to all files on demand. To achieve this goal we confront the following challenges.
Heterogeneity: The first challenge is to manage storage heterogeneity efficiently. Some devices have vast storage capabilities and others do not. Our system allows file data to be stored on arbitrary nodes and gives applications and users direct control over file location. Users may manually specify which files to store in each device, or allow Unico to take the decision based on usage analysis or preset policies for each device. When a non-resident file is accessed, the system fetches the file's content from a remote node.
Data access latency: The second challenge is to keep access latency reasonably low, given that many nodes store only a subset of files. One defining feature of Unico is that it allows different caching strategies for directory listings, file metadata and file content. While file content is usually cached on an as-needed basis, file metadata and directory listings can be cached much more aggressively. We expect that most nodes will replicate most directory listings and a substantial subset of the metadata for the entire global file system. Our goal is to support a rich set of file search operations locally by restricting these searches to metadata (and possibly locally-cached content). The effectiveness of this approach will be limited by the richness of the metadata. We have thus augmented the standard file metadata to automatically include type-specific content-based information such as EXIF photo tags as well as system-level information such as file location and availability. Consistency: The third challenge is maintaining file-system consistency. We do this by relying on techniques borrowed from version control systems. Files are stored as histories of immutable file versions (called objects), each named by a collision-resistant hash of its content. Directories, II. MOTIVATION Consider a user, Bob, who uses the following devices each day: a home computer, a work computer, a laptop, a smart phone, a tablet, and a TV set-top box. Bob maintains all his personal and work data in Unico. This data includes a photo library stored partly on his phone, tablet, laptop and home computer and perhaps other devices. Bob uses a variety of applications to access his photos -a camera application to take photos, a slide-show application to display them, and an editing application to organize, archive, tag and enhance them. Each of these applications uses a local file system that lists every photo along with its extended attributes.
When the camera application takes a photo, for example, it might instruct the system to transfer it to his laptop or home computer. Or, instead, the slide-show or editing software could fetch the file on demand from the phone when needed or could set the file's metadata to direct that the file be moved or copied from the phone.
Similarly, Bob's TV set-top box might be set to display a slide-show of recent, highly rated photos organized by day and location. Since meta information such as photo date, ranking, and location is replicated in Unico on the set-top box, the slide-show application can easily and quickly determine the photo files to display and the order in which to display them and can then fetch them on demand during the slide-show.
Although Bob usually views some of his files on only a subset of his devices, he would like to have access to them on any device. For example, Bob does not usually handle personal photos at work, but he would like to show one of his coworkers the latest pictures of his vacation trip. Bob also does not keep all his work documents on his tablet or phone, since it has limited space, but during lunch he decides to practice his presentation, and does not want to bring his laptop to the including extended metadata, are versioned in a similar way; directories map file names to their content hash value.
The global file system consists of a forest of commit points, each of which names a particular version of the entire file system by storing the hash of its root directory. The file system on each node consists of one of these commit points plus uncommitted local updates. Each node periodically produces a new commit locally, as changes are identified, and then propagates this commit to other nodes where it is merged with local information to produce a new commit on that node. Nodes continue this process in one-to-many fashion advancing each node's view of the current state of the system. The information nodes exchange to merge commit points is restricted to directory listings on paths to modified objects. File content is transmitted only if directed by the file's location metadata or as needed to resolve update conflicts.
Managing Update Overhead: In the naive approach to synchronization, metadata updates made on one node are frequently flushed to every other node. Frequent updates may be needed to minimize the chance of conflict that arises when nodes access out-of-date information. But a personal file system like Unico presents a simplified version of this problem, because the typical sharing pattern consists of a user sharing with themselves as they move from one device to another. The synchronization frequency needed for this type of sharing is much more course-grain than that needed for concurrent sharing, and thus Unico has the opportunity to exploit this characteristic to further reduce synchronization overhead, which has been shown to be a problem for systems such as Dropbox that mainly support concurrent sharing and thus perform frequent updates [8] .
To realize this benefit, each Unico node adaptively invalidates the portions of its namespace that are not under active local use and are being actively modified elsewhere. This invalidation is triggered when a node receives a merge request from another node. The receiving node identifies the overlap between the namespace regions updated remotely and those that are inactive locally. It chooses region sizes to be initially very large (e.g., the entire file system or large subtrees) and then adjusts sizes in de-escalating fashion as necessary. It then marks these regions as locally invalid and informs the updating node. The updating node responds by lowering its update frequency for the invalid regions when synchronizing with that node. In the common case, where a person uses only one device at a time, the entire namespace on every other node is typically marked invalid and all metadata updates are propagated with low frequency. This degraded update frequency is selected to maximize write absorption while the updating node is active. When the updating node idles, it reestablishes the regular update frequency and in doing so re-activates associated invalid regions on other nodes. If an invalid region is accessed before it is reactivated in this way, Unico forces synchronization with the remote node.
Availability: A potential disadvantage of not replicating all file data everywhere as other systems do is that the data a user wants might not be available when they want it. There is, of course, an inherent trade-off between replication overhead and availability. The advantage of Unico is that it provides applications and users with the basic mechanisms, built into the file system, to examine and adjust file location and replication, allowing different applications to choose different availability policies that trade the cost and benefits off against each other in different ways.
Transparency: Finally, a central goal of Unico is file system API transparency. Applications access the global file system through a virtual file system using a regular file system API. Any file accessed by a user that is not locally available in that device is transparently transferred on demand from another node before it is served to the user.
Extended metadata is presented to applications for reading and writing through file extended attributes. Applications can use these attributes in various ways. One important use of extended attributes is to allow applications to distinguish local and remote files and to handle each differently, if they choose. This distinction is important because remote files have different performance and failure semantics. We believe it is useful for applications to be able to interact with the metadata of the entire, global file system, but this ability comes with the risk that an application might access a remote file without accounting for its higher latency or the possibility of temporary unavailability. And so, for applications to make effective use of the system, we believe it is likely useful for them to examine certain extended attributes such as file location or expected latency.
In addition to per-file location, the system also tabulates node connectivity information that allows it to present an access-latency estimate as dynamic metadata of each remote file. A multimedia application, for example, may change its buffering policies based on the local availability of a file's content or the expected latency to retrieve it.
Although Unico presents users with mechanisms for further tuning the availability and behavior of the file system, it does not require most users to make use of these mechanisms. Unico is developed so that, by using its default policies, or even with basic configuration options, users can have a reasonable expectation of availability and transparency without further fine tuning. Current development is also focusing on mechanisms to automatically adapt Unico's policies to a device's use case, so that user intervention can be further reduced.
IV. DESIGN Unico is composed of five main components, as depicted in Figure 1 . These components, as well as some related design decisions, are described in the sequence.
A. Object database
Some of Unico's components are implemented on top of Git, a popular open source distributed version control platform [9] . Unico borrows from Git the design of the object database and the platform for merging changes performed in separate nodes.
A full Unico repository logically consists of an object database that contains, in its entirety, every revision of every file and directory in the entire repository history. Typically, however, each node stores a subset of the repository files and objects, and collectively the nodes contain the entire database. Unico's object design is similar to that of Git. All objects are identified by the SHA-1 hash value of their content, and as such are immutable. When a user changes a file, a new object is created with the new contents of the file and identified by the SHA-1 of the new content. The directory object that contains it is changed to point to the new object, which in turn gives the directory a new hash and thus requires a corresponding change to its parent directory, continuing to the root directory.
Unico groups changes happening in fast sequence into a single commit, to avoid a deep commit history for related changes. By default, after a commit is created, Unico waits four seconds after the first change before creating a commit. This time period has been proposed as an optimal time for grouping file operations in Dropbox [8] , and is used for the same purpose in Unico.
D. Communication
The communication module is responsible for data transfer between nodes, including the synchronization of the latest version of the data, object transfers and state updates.
In the most common case, every Unico node knows the address of at least one other node in the pool. Once a connection is established, nodes share the address of their other known peers, allowing for connections between nodes that did not previously know each other. Further communicationincluding data transfer and synchronization -is performed among peers directly, without the need of a centralized node or the cloud. Since Unico is designed for use by a single user, we expect the total number of nodes to be small, and each node will be connected to all or most of the other nodes. A cloudassisted node discovery tool is also available as an alternative way to discover additional nodes.
Node synchronization is achieved by broadcasting a commit object to all reachable peers, who then merge it with their current version. This object is a concise description of local changes made since the last commit that consists of the SHA-1 hash of the file system's root directory and the name of the previous commit, thus creating a walkable history of the repository data.
When a peer receives a new commit object, it merges that revision with its own commit object, using a variation of Git's recursive merge algorithm. It does this by walking the commit history in both commits (the received commit and the local commit), until a common commit (called an ancestor) is found. In most cases, one of the commits is an ancestor of the other; in this trivial case (called a fast-forward merge), the most recent commit is used. If a fast-forward cannot be used, the merge is performed by executing a three-way comparison between both revisions and their common ancestor, examining only directory nodes and file hashes, and only for directories that had changes in one of the merged commits. File contents are only examined if there is a file conflict.
Up to this point the only information exchanged between the two nodes are the small commit objects and the remote node's directory objects for paths to modified objects. No file data has been transferred. For objects with conflicting updates, however, the content of the remote file is also required to attempt content-based conflict resolution. Type-dependent conflict resolution is possible in some cases, but if resolution is not possible, both versions are retained and a distinguishing suffix is added to the name of one of them. Due to the nature of commit history, all file versions are available on demand if required. Update/remove conflicts (where one device updates a file while another device removes it) are handled by relying on this history, so that no data or action is lost.
When an object is required locally in a node, it needs to be obtained from another node that has this content. In order to locate a possible source for it, an object location algorithm is used. This algorithm uses information previously obtained in the background to choose and rate connected 
B. File System
Unico's file system component, implemented as a usermode file system using FUSE (Filesystem in Userspace) [10] , acts as a proxy for the entire repository. Remote files are transparently fetched from a storing node into the local object repository. Unmodified files are accessed directly from the repository. Modified files are stored in a temporary file system and accessed from there. In addition, the root file system contains a ".snapshot" directory that contains entries to older versions of the file system that applications can access in read-only fashion.
As the files in the repository are modified, their content is temporarily stored in a transitional data structure, until the data can be added to the local object repository in a background process. Any access to a file that has an entry in this data structure will have the corresponding operation directed to the transitional data. New files and directories are also stored in this structure, while deleted files are marked as being nonexistent. This structure is stored in volatile memory and made persistent using an on-disk redo log, using a tree-like structure map linking names to objects or operations.
C. Committer
The commit process runs in parallel with normal file access. It incrementally copies modified files and directories from the transitional data storage into the repository. As it does, it computes a new SHA-1 content hash for each object, updates the parent directory listings and creates a new entry in the transitional data structure to use these new listings. When a directory object is updated, the entries naming that directory's subdirectories and files in the transitional storage can be removed and replaced by a single entry that maps the directory name to the hash of its object-repository entry. In this way, the commit process shrinks the transitional structure until it is represented once again by a single object referring to the file system's root directory. Once this happens, a new commit record can be created and propagated to the rest of the system. nodes based on their probability of having the content and the expected latency to retrieve it. Once a suitable node is selected, Unico requests the content from that node. If this node cannot produce the object (by returning no content or timing out), a new node is chosen, and new sequential requests are made until the object can be retrieved. If no information is available to choose a suitable node, parallel requests are made to remaining connected nodes. For example, if node X has (possibly outdated) information that nodes A and B have the content of the required object, and has no information about nodes C and D regarding this object, it contacts A initially. If A cannot produce it, the content is requested from B. If this request also fails, simultaneous requests are made to C and D for the content.
E. Metadata
In addition to file contents and directory listings, Unico also synchronizes file metadata between nodes. Some of this metadata is made available to users through extended attributes in the file system. Unico distinguishes three types of metadata: metadata related to a file location (such as modification time), metadata computed from the file's content (such as MIME type), and volatile metadata that depends on the device (such as content location). Each of these types needs to be synchronized and stored differently, depending on its relation to the actual content or the file path or name, as described below.
Structural Metadata: We refer to information that is associated with a file location, and cannot be computed directly from the file content alone, as structural metadata. Examples include the creation and modification times, and mode (permission) flags, as well as user-defined extended attributes. This information is stored in hidden objects that are synchronized with the directory that contains the files in question.
Content Metadata: We refer to information that summarizes file content in some way as content metadata. Examples include type-independent data, such as the size of the file and the MIME type, and type-specific data, such as EXIF tags, image thumbnails and video length. By definition, two files with the same content are expected to have the same content metadata. Only metadata considered significantly smaller than the content itself is computed and transferred. Unico stores and transfers content metadata in a separate data structure, linking objects to a set of properties. Storage of file metadata will depend on user policies.
System Metadata: We refer to information that is added by Unico as system metadata. Examples include file location information and access-latency estimates for non-local files. This information is used by Unico to identify nodes for synchronization and data transfer, but can also be used by applications through access to extend attributes, in order to facilitate availability estimation. no rule is specified, in which case only the root tree itself is prefetched by default. A device with a prefetching rule " * " will automatically transfer all files every time they are changed.
V. PROTOTYPE EVALUATION
Unico is implemented as a fully functional prototype file system with transparent access to a repository. This prototype is implemented in Linux, using Git 2.0 as the source platform for object manipulation. All described features are currently implemented, with the exception of directory invalidation, which is still in the early stages of development.
A. Testing environment
In order to evaluate Unico, particularly the efficiency of storage and bandwidth utilization, we created a testbed with four nodes. All nodes run Linux (Ubuntu 14.04 or Mint 17) and are set up as follows:
• Nodes A and B are standalone desktop computers in a University laboratory, with fixed globally-reachable IP. Both computers are in different subnets. Node C is a virtual machine hosted inside node A, using a private network address. This node uses NAT for outbound connectivity, and has no inbound connectivity except for the host (node A). Node D is a virtual machine hosted in a laptop connected to a university wireless network. The laptop has a dynamic globally-reachable IP, but the virtual machine has only outbound connectivity using NAT (no inbound capability).
•
•
In all scenarios tested below, we considered that all nodes are connected to all others, except for no connectivity between nodes C and D (due to their inability to communicate directly through their NATs).
All the scenarios are tested using different sets of prefetching policies, in order to evaluate the impact of each policy in the use of bandwidth, storage and access latency. Each node may be set to a push-all profile (by using a prefetching rule of " * "), where all content is preemptively requested after every modification, or an on demand profile (by using no prefetching rule at all), where content is requested only when needed.
Except when otherwise noted, all files read or updated in the experiments are 100KB in size. Updates don't change the size of the file (to reduce differences in bandwidth due to varying sizes of the content). Changes consist of a dd script that replaces 256 bytes in a random position of the file with a random string of the same size. File reads consist of calling the file command, which reads the content of the file and describes its content type based on predetermined rules.
B. Producer/Consumer Scenario
In a first scenario, a single node (producer) updates a file continuously (every three seconds), sending updates to all other nodes periodically. Another node (consumer) occasionally reads the file that has been updated by the node, causing it to be transferred. We compare the latency of file access in the consumer and the use of bandwidth and storage in cases where the producer, the consumer, and a third-party node use a pushall profile or an on demand profile. For this experiment, node D was used as the producer, while node B was the consumer.
As expected, the latency to access a file when a pushall profile is in place in the consumer is significantly lower than when an on demand profile is used, since the file content is available locally when the read operation happens. The median time to read the file when push-all was used in the consumer was around 8ms, compared to 90ms when the content was retrieved on demand. These values varied based on the connectivity between producer and consumer, but the overall results for this metric followed the same behaviour.
The use of a push-all profile, however, caused a significant increase in use of bandwidth and storage resources, as can be seen in Figure 2 . As expected, nodes A and B had significantly higher throughput and storage utilization when using a pushall profile, as compared to an on demand approach. Node A received around 300KB in the scenario when using an on demand profile, compared to 1.5-2MB when using a pushall profile. Node B received around 650KB on an on demand profile, and around 1.2-1.4MB on a push-all profile. Storage use also increased based on profile, with node A and B using an additional 450KB and 900KB (respectively) when on demand was used, and 1.5MB when push-all was used.
Since node D is the producer, and as such had access to the latest version of the affected file at all times, it was not significantly affected by its own profile; however its outgoing network utilization peaked when other nodes prefetched its content, changing from under 700KB when all nodes used on demand fetching to around 2.5MB when push-all was used in both A and B. Node C, as expected, did not significantly vary its resource consumption, since its profile was not changed, and other nodes did not use it as a content source.
C. Device Switching Scenario
A second scenario simulates a user that switches between devices. In this scenario, a node continuously updates a file for some time. After this time, the first node stops sending updates, and after a short pause a second node starts updating the same file. A consumer node again reads the file occasionally. We evaluate the same metrics described for the previous scenario.
Again the file access latency is affected by the local availability of the content, with the push-all profile causing a shorter access time in most cases (except when the file was accessed by the consumer just before prefetching could retrieve it preemptively, which is still possible). The network and storage resources, however, followed similar results as those seen in the previous scenario, with a push-all profile causing a significantly larger use of resources, as shown in Figure 3 . An on demand profile caused 300KB of incoming throughput on node A, compared to 1.2MB when push-all was used. Node B changed from 1MB to 2.3MB when using on demand and push-all respectively, while node D increased its throughput from 270KB to 1.2MB on the same profiles.
D. Discussion
The results of these experiments show that, as expected, a full synchronization, as the one used in other distributed platforms, provide a shorter access latency to the files; however this latency also implies a less efficient use of bandwidth and storage resources. Devices where these resources are scarce or expensive (particularly, but not limited to, mobile devices) will greatly benefit from a smarter approach to these limitations; however other devices may also benefit from this approach, since a more efficient use of network connectivity and storage allows these resources to be used for other tasks.
VI. RELATED WORK OriFS, similar to Unico, uses a Git-based repository as backing store for a FUSE file system [4] . It assumes abundant storage in all devices, and aims to include all the files and their history on every synchronized device through an aggressive pre-fetching approach. A limited subset of the nodes can be setup to fetch objects on demand, but these nodes assume that most other nodes have all the content; storing nodes are located using a discovery protocol on a per-file basis, which is not optimal if a large number of nodes stores limited data. Our approach uses a more appropriate object location algorithm based on object metadata, and uses this metadata for locallybased, network-wide search and to identify file storing nodes.
Cimbiosys is a replication platform that allows partial replication of data among nodes, based on predefined filtering rules [12] . Data is synchronized among nodes, and each node only stores content that matches a specific set of rules, while storing the metadata of remaining files for synchronization purposes. Cimbiosys shares with this paper the idea that nodes can't store everything, and uses peer-to-peer communication to achieve eventual filter consistency and eventual knowledge singularity. Cimbiosys differs from Unico in that object transfer is automatic based on predetermined rules and filters, and the transfer of files that don't match these rules has to be manually done by the user (usually through changes in a device's filter list), contrary to the transparency goal of Unico. The Andrew File System (AFS) and Coda are examples of distributed file systems that store data locally and support disconnected operations [13] , [11] . These systems, however, still rely on a centralized server for conflict resolution and data synchronization, with no direct communication between peers.
Ficus and Rumor are distributed file systems that allow updates during network partitions [14] , [15] . These systems rely on an optimistic eventual consistency approach with reduced update frequency to decrease bandwidth and connectivity requirements, and automatic per-type conflict resolution scripts. Users of these systems may not be able to see the latest version of a file when switching devices due to the delayed update policies. Unico is based on a more recent assumption that network disconnections are not as frequent, and that bandwidth can be saved by transferring data on demand.
Cloud storage systems such as Dropbox, Google Drive and iCloud provide synchronization mechanisms based on centralized storage [1] . Although these systems allow data to be synchronized to a certain extent, there are a few problems. First, depending on the amount of data that is being synchronized, the cost of storing data in the cloud is significantly higher than local storage. Although these systems provides free, limited versions, these often lead to users being required to choose which files should be synchronized between devices, limiting the usability of this option. In addition to the storage cost per se, transferring data to the cloud may be too slow, and may incur additional transferring costs.
BitTorrent Sync uses an approach similar to that of Unico or OriFS, but the synchronization is performed using the BitTorrent peer-to-peer algorithms [6] . This approach is also based on a similar networking model as the one used in this paper, where nodes are assumed to be connected to each other most of the time. Similarly to Dropbox and OriFS, however, all devices will store all the contents of all files, including those that are not actually used in all devices.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present Unico, a distributed storage platform that gives its users a single view of their data in all their devices. Directory structure and metadata are synchronized frequently, while file contents are transferred on demand, or pre-fetched based on heuristics. User has full control over the data, and no centralized storage facility is required.
